
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 57.

One Heart And One Way Forever!

''And I will give them one heart and one way, that they may fear Me forever, for their good and for the
good of their sons after them.   And I will cut an everlasting covenant with them that I will not turn away
from them, to do them good. But I will put My fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart from Me.
Yea, I will rejoice over them to do them good, and I will truly plant them in this land with all My heart
and all My whole soul.''   Jer 32:39-41.  MKJV. 

In this day & age God is moving in wonderful ways, we are told that where transgression abounds
grace does much more abound.  The reason that the majority of men & women are acting the way they are
today is because of the fact that the true identity of who they really are is hidden to them in & by their
false identity, their flesh, which is a veil & they are under the impression that they are nothing more than a
product from the sperm of their mother & father.  This may be a fact but if we look no further than our
five sensed realm then we are not heeding to the instruction of Jesus when He advised us to leave our
father & mother, the hidden parable here is not necessarily to physically turn our backs on our parents
but spiritually to realise & forsake the the false concept that we are ONLY flesh & blood beings.  We all
must begin to know that deep inside every one of us is a divinity which comes from our original creator;
God.  We are told, & that means ALL OF US were created in Christ Jesus.  No matter who you are if you
are reading this God would now begin to reveal to you that which has been hidden to many even your self
before this time.  The fact that your original inception was not flesh & blood but you are indeed divinity -
encased in flesh - which was who you were & are originally before you became a five sensed product of
your parents.  This is hidden in every man!  Notice also in the above verse that our great God is not
turning away from any of us but only wants to do good, & to bring us to the place that we will realise how
awesome He is & this will of course cause us to have a true healthy fear of God in our hearts & we will
never want to depart from Him again, & as a wonderful godly clincher He will rejoice over us as in the
above  verse  ''with  all  My heart  and  with  all  My whole  soul.''   Contrary to  the  popular  belief  of
Christendom man was never created as a separate being apart from God, for are we not told in Gen 2: 27,
''So God created man in His Own image, in the image and likeness of God He created Him;''  And so
even today we, both God & man have been united together as one in this one body & as we all one by one
begin to realise this, God will be manifested to all the world in EVERY MAN.  Furthermore to add further
fuel to our thought, in the following text we read a wonderful promise given to King David telling him
that there would always be not only one  Son sitting on the throne of David, but that eventually there
would be a corporate son – or sons – on this throne FOREVER. 

  
''If  your sons will keep My covenant and My testimonies  which I shall teach them,  their sons

shall also sit on your throne forever.''  Psa 132:12.  MKJV.  This of course is referring to spiritual sons &
not natural.

 ''It is the glory of God to conceal a thing, but the glory of kings is to search out a thing.''   Pro
25:2.  Amp.  

The startling thing to many is if we are ALL the product of a KING what does that make us?  This
is why we read in the scripture that He has made us Kings & Priests.  Even in the natural way of seeing
things, the son of a king is at first a prince but at the elected time he advances into the throne room &
takes his rightful place as a king.  The throne room for us today is in the most holy place hidden within
each & every one of us.  Notice that the above verse tells us that it is the glory of God to conceal these
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things from us but then at a given time all of us are to receive the opportunity to dig into these things &
search to see if these things be so & notice also that if we do so that it is a glorious thing, or ''the glory of
kings to search out a matter.''

''The secret things belong unto the Lord our God, but the things which are revealed belong to us
and to our children forever, that we may do all of the words of this law.''   Deut 29:29.  Amplified. 

If we look at this verse in the most holy place setting, that is within, we will realise that our
children who are to live forever are those that God is be-getting spiritually through us & is not necessarily
referring to our flesh & blood offspring.  

''For God has consigned (penned up) all men to disobedience, only that He may have mercy on
them  all [alike].  Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unfathomable
(inscrutable,  unsearchable)  are  His  judgements  (His  decisions)!  And  how  untraceable  (mysterious,
undiscoverable) are His ways (His methods, His paths)!''  Rom 11:32-33. Amp. 

How encouraging these verses are!   Our wonderful Father has penned up every one of us to
disobedience which is part of our learning & instruction which eventually brings us to the realisation of
the most important part of our existence & that is our divinity.  The writer here describes this admirably
''Oh,  the  depth  of  the  riches  and  wisdom  and  knowledge  of  God!  How  unfathomable  are  His
judgements! And how untraceable are His ways!''

Prepare For A Paradigm Shift!

''Therefore, son of man,  prepare your belongings for removing and going into exile, and move out by
day in their sight; and you shall remove from your place to another place in their sight. It may be they
will consider and perceive that they are a rebellious house.''   Ezek 12:3. Amplified. 

On perusing this verse quite recently this is what was quickened to me.  When first reading this
verse at face value, it may seem very judgemental but to myself it carries with it a very important &
pertinent truth.   In first  realising that there is a further experience than the outer court  & holy place
understandings we then understand that a spiritual shift is needed & so we need to remove ourselves into
a Higher way of thinking & go into an exile away from our former two thirds experience which equates
to our thirty fold & sixty fold understandings.  When we do this we do it  in the sight of our friends -
who naturally will be wondering what is happening to us -  who are still in the place that we are either
proceeding from or have come out from, as we do this in their sight - as it were - it may well be that they
will consider, understand & perceive that the experience that they are still in is not enough & that the -  in
part experience - is being outmoded & that they in refusing this wonderful new understanding that you
have come into & that you have been open with & you have not tried to hide, ''It  may be they will
consider and perceive that they are a rebellious house'' or group of people.  We know that every persons
experience is different & that this what we have just shared may not apply in every case, be that as it may,
I feel that there will be some who are reading this, that it  certainly will apply.  Hear some of God's
wonderful promises now & for the future.

'' prophesied that Jesus should die for the nation;   and not for that nation only, but also that He
should gather together in one the children of God who were scattered abroad.''  Jn 11:51b-52.  MKJV. 

So this  is  the mandate given to those who are seeing the greater  message than what  most in
Christendom are seeing today & that is we are to gather in one Christ body all of those who are scattered
abroad both geographically & in their way of thinking.  

  
''Now the LORD says to me, "It isn't enough for you to be merely my servant. You must do more
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than lead back survivors from the tribes of Israel. I have placed you here as a light for other nations;
you must take my saving power to everyone on earth."  Isa 49:6.  CEV.  So we are called to be a light to
everyone on this earth.

  ''I will make an eternal covenant with them. I will never stop doing good things for them, and I
will make them fear me with all their heart, so that they will never turn away from me.  I will take
pleasure in doing good things for them, and I will establish them permanently in this land.   Just as I
have brought this disaster on these people,  so I am going to give them all the good things that I have
promised.   The people are saying that this land will be like a desert where neither people nor animals
live, and that it will be given over to the Babylonians. But fields will once again be bought in this land.''
Jer 32:40-43.  GNB. 

This is so encouraging to us as many are saying that there is no hope for God's people & their only
hope is a desert experience & the only only means that we have of escape is by being rapture-d out of this
world into the clouds somewhere beyond the blue & when all of the trouble is over we will then come
back to this planet.  The real truth is that God has a people that are not going to run away - in any way - as
He is establishing His Kingdom on this earth ''Thy Kingdom come thy will be done on earth as it is in
the true heavenly places that are in God's people & in God Himself.''  And rich spiritual fields will once
again be bought in this land that God is establishing in and through His people today.  The thought
that is uppermost in many of those who are naming the name of Christ today is that there is no hope for
our country which is to be given to the Babylonians.  But as always God has a remnant, who are willing to
do His will.

The Remnant!

''And whoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be delivered and saved, for in Mount Zion and in
Jerusalem there shall be those who escape, as the Lord has said, and among the remnant [of survivors]
shall be those whom the Lord calls.''   Joel 2:32.  Amp.

 Being now a single man I quite often frequent ''The Coffee Club'' in our local area where I keep
my mind active by both endeavouring to solve crosswords in our Qld papers & reading the scriptures &
musing on the things of God, in doing so I have met some very interesting people including some who are
quite high in a worldly-wise standing & have had some very interesting conversations with them & some
of them have been very interested in what we are saying.  Quite often in this environment the Spirit of
Christ speaks to me very directly, today was one of those days & I saw something in a spiritual way that
was made a reality to me in a new way that I had not heretofore realised. 

 
In the early 1900s when the Spirit was being poured out as in Acts 2, there was an uproar with the

older established churches & there were many misunderstandings, one because of the mind-sets on both
sides, many times neither would give an inch & consider the others standpoint, but in spite of this God
was working mightily in both camps.  One in revealing further light than what they already had & also;
Two in bringing others out of a worldly environment directly into an experience of the baptism of the
Spirit. 

Today also we see that God is doing something even more wonderful.  As most of us are aware
there are what some would think two seemingly different messages among our ranks, but really in the
context  of  what  God is  doing these two different  schools  of  thought  are  not  opposed & they really
enhance each another.  I along with others now see & realise that there are two wonderful messages in a
deeper more wonderful way.  1. God is simultaneously preparing the ALL with a message of the reality of
their true identity. 2.  He is also showing to many the message of the one who is born out of the woman,
the man-child who is caught up to God & His throne to rule & reign with Him.  It is only when some
become bigoted & begin to show forth a mindset to the other view that they would think is opposed to
them that causes needless misunderstandings.  Generally I am glad to say this is not the case as we find
that grace & harmony is mostly prevailing.  Not so long ago I was in contact with someone who was not
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of the persuasion of the man-child understanding & was so surprised in  the complete refusal  of any
acknowledgement of any credence whatsoever in what God had shown our great forerunners as to what
Rev 12:5 has in God's agenda for today.  Now some may disagree with this, be that as it may I am not
saying  this  to  create  a  stir.  Sad  to  say  like  many  others  I  too  have  also  been  guilty  of  a  lack  of
understanding in some of these areas.  But God is able to do all things according to His purpose, & His
mercy I am glad to say rejoices against judgement.  Of late these few words have been a blessing to me.
''If we would all learn not to judge until we are free from faults & failings, the world would soon forget
the meaning of the word accused.''  John 3:17.  Mt 7:3-4.  

One has also well written these words.  ''It takes a long time for light to break into the shell of
prejudice, and patience is the lesson you have need to learn.''

And so there is a remnant made up of those who escape what Christendom would tell us today &
these are the remnant of survivors whom the Lord has called.  As we are lifting Him up in our lives &
our experience we are encouraged in that I will draw and attract all men unto myself.  Jn 12:32.

Mixing The Two!

At times we hear of those who are receiving our writings who say that they are already in the most holy
place the moment that they receive the Holy Spirit as in Acts 2. Why?  Simply because they do not
understand.  This may be true in theory as in one respect as when the Holy Spirit was poured out the
whole box & dice of the full tabernacle plan was included in that which was given to us.   But just as there
is a difference in the experience of outer court & the holy place, which represent two entirely different
experiences in this day & age, so too there is a stunningly vast difference between the pentecostal & the
most holy place experiences.  No one after drinking the old wine – nominal or Pentecostal – desires the
new - most holy place, or what is known to many as the THIRD REALM - for he will say that the old is
good or better.   We are told in Lk 5: 37-39, that the two cannot be mixed for if we pour new wine which
represents  the most  holy  place experience,  into  old  wine-skins  which represents  the  holy  place or
pentecostal understanding, the fresh or most holy place understanding will burst the older holy place or
pentecostal  concept  or  experience  & the  true  real  most  holy  place  understanding  will  be  ruined  or
hindered, not forever but until a future time. 

No one after drinking the old wine immediately desires the new for he will say the old is better.
New wine must be put into fresh new wine-skins.  We are given a very good illustration in the following
which is found in the book of 1Samuel. 
 

''But now your kingdom shall not continue; the Lord has sought out [David] a man after His own
heart, and the Lord has commanded him to be prince and ruler over His people, because you have not
kept what the Lord commanded you.''  1Sa 13:14.   Amp.  

The reason that the kingdom was taken from Saul is that God in His wisdom planned a type for
our benefit today.  God is not continuing for very long, any ministry that is not in His perfect will for us
today.  David was the man that God wanted, a man after God's own heart, the same applies today He is
choosing a man, a man-child after God's own heart who is desiring & understanding the perfect will of
God for today.  Saul's kingdom which represents the former two thirds realm was not to continue & had
to  be outmoded,  notice  how long it  took before  David  -  who brought  back  the  ark  & was  a  great
tabernacles man - ascended to the throne, for many years the kingdom was his for Samuel had prophesied
& anointed him as king but it also took many long years before he sat on the throne & when Saul's time
actually finished & came to an end, it ended in death.  But know this, that come it did & God's timing &
perfect will was accomplished.  God's ways are beyond our understanding.  So it is today even though we
see that many are still in the Saul ministry, which represents to us today partly nominal Christendom, & to
all appearances it would seem to many that it is here to stay, know this that in one way God is not in any
hurry for are not His times perfect, but come it will, we can mark that down, for it will end in death, &
this is a certainty.  Saul refused to do the will of God & he made excuses for his error.  Many who are
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right now regarding as nought the man-child message will be like many of the people in David's day who
eventually had to accept the fact that when David finally sat on the throne he was truly their king in full
reality.  Know this that there is a group of people who I believe are alive today that are going to be
''brought forth as a male or man-child who is destined to shepherd all the nations with an iron staff and
this one will be caught up to God & His throne.''  I would also add that this throne is not one that you can
visibly see or touch, this group will have within themselves the very power of all the prophets plus; they
will manifest God Himself, these are indeed the manifestation of Christ, the son's of God.  These will not
be lauding it over those that had opposed them & say I told you so, but in love & concern they will be
shepherding - or ruling with the heart of God Himself -  those who have in the past been blinded by that
which they thought to be right even the false reality of the two thirds understanding that is now being
outmoded, & they in time will with the man-child also greatly rejoice. 

''For the vision is yet for  an appointed time and it  hastens to the end [fulfilment]; it will not
deceive or disappoint. Though it tarry, wait [earnestly] for it, because it will surely come; it will not be
behindhand on its appointed day.''  Hab 2:3.   Amp.                         

''But [the time is coming when] the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the
Lord as the waters cover the sea.''  Hab 2:14. Amp.                                 

''For yet a very little while, He that cometh shall come, and shall not tarry.   But my righteous one
shall live by faith: And if he shrink back, my soul has no pleasure in him.   But we are not of them that
shrink back unto perdition; but  of them that have faith unto the saving of the soul.''   Heb 10:37-39.
ASV.   I very  much like the phrase; ''But my righteous one shall live by faith!''

 
God The One And Only Power!

There is only one power, but man because of his mistaken identity wanted an excuse for his misdeeds, so
with the influence of the flesh realm, entered into a realm which affected the whole of his understanding
& made for himself a deception of  two powers & we will find that even the OT law is full of it.  But
know this that Jesus came to do away with this five sensed affected law & brought to us a brand new
covenant in which all condemnation was finished, for there is now no condemnation to those who are in
& realising this new covenant.  My question is who does this affect ?  For God so loved the  world!  This
is why John also told us that He is drawing to Himself,  WHO?  ALL MEN!   When we come to the
revelation that there is only ONE power & that God is not divided or separated we will have made a giant
step in our evolving in God & our regaining again our lost estate.  [The absolute truth is that it has been
regained within us & many of us are now in the throes of realising the fact that there is nothing more to be
done & that Christ did all that was needed & EVERY MAN has everything that he needs within himself.]
Know this that there is not another power that can deter or upset God's plans.  Yes I hear what you are
saying;  What about Isaiah 14 or Ezek 28 my loving advice would be that if you do not have an Amplified
Bible avail yourself of one, not an older one but a newer version & take a look at the footnote especially
in Isaiah 14.  Plus if it was true that the devil was another being, according to Heb 2:14-15, his power has
been annulled, ''that He might bring to nought and make of no effect him who had the power of death
– that is the devil.  And also that He would deliver and completely set free all those who through the
haunting fear of death were held in bondage throughout the whole course of their lives.''  This was
fulfilled at & by the cross & the resurrection.

The accuser as he is called in the Gk diaglott is our true enemy & is none other than the god of
this world,  which according to Gen 3:5,  ''your eyes will be open, and  you will  be as gods,  having
knowledge of good and evil.''  BBE.  This is referring to man in his un-awakened state in his lowered five
sensed  flesh  realm.   So  the  truth  is  there  is  only  ONE  GOD,  some  preachers  today have  made  for
themselves two, & the congregation are told be careful of the other power or god satan for he has nearly
as much power as God & can cause you a lot of trouble.  CODSWALLOP!!   If you wish to swallow this
tripe go right ahead, but as for myself I believe  HEAR, O ISRAEL, THE LORD OUR GOD IS ONE
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LORD;  I AM THE FIRST AND I AM THE LAST; BESIDE ME THERE IS NO GOD !   Mk 12:29. Isa
44:6.  I repeat there is no other power than our great God, take the trouble to read  these three chapters  Isa
43, 44, 45,  God knows no other power than Himself & He definitely will not share it with any other &
that goes for the rock Jesus Christ, for out of the mouth of Jesus, did He not say that I and my Father are
ONE & not AS ONE?  This is why we read in Isaiah I am the rock; I am your saviour; I am your King; &
that includes the coming King who sits on the one throne.''To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with
Me in My throne, even as I also overcame and have sat down with My Father in His throne.'' Rev 3:21.
MKJV.

''They shall  not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover the sea.  And it shall come to pass in that day, that the root of
Jesse, that stands for an ensign of the peoples, unto him shall the nations seek; and his resting-place
shall be glorious.''   Isa 11: 9-10.  ASV. 
  

''BUT IN the latter days it shall come to pass that the mountain of the house of the Lord shall be
established as the highest of the mountains; and it shall be exalted above the hills, and  peoples shall
flow to it.   And many nations shall come and say, Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob, that He may teach us His ways, and we may walk in His paths. For the law
shall go forth out of Zion and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.''  Mic 4:1-2.  Amplified.  Know this,
I repeat again that there is only one power; call Him what you may but understand this that He has been
manifested to us by & in a Son & we may see & know Him face to face even the same Christ who is
within us all.

An Explanation!

''When the truth fully dawns on us, as with Samson the flesh will be completely gone swallowed up in our
victory of the annihilation of our five sensed experience.  All of these things are completely & totally the
will & work of God.''  

In referring to the above statement in our last article Part 56  Once And For All!  I can now see
why there could have been a misunderstanding & more gleaned from this than what is the truth.  We have
not touched on this subject greatly in our previous articles, but I feel that most who do read them would
understand our position on this point.  The annihilation of the flesh or our five sensed experience in its
true sense & understanding is actually what Jesus experienced & what we have already, but have not yet
realised.  This five sensed experience or our mortality which is related to our natural father & mother, this
is what is to be swallowed up in victory.  When Jesus appeared to His disciples He came in through the
walls ''the doors being shut''  He also told them that a spirit does not have flesh & bones as you see me
have.  The true annihilation of our five sensed experience consists of the dying of our dependence on
our flesh self, our ego, our flesh I, - which entails a little more than the mere sarx; Gk for flesh - we do
not kill it, we cannot kill it, it can only be changed one way & that is it must be swallowed up of & by the
life of the immortality of our true eternal I which is our true eternal Christ self.  We have explained this
in the third realm understanding, which is entirely different to the holy place or second realm concept.

''When Christ, Who is our life, appears, then you also will appear with Him in [the splendour of
His] glory.''  Col 3:4.  Amp. 

''It is necessary to lose mortal shackles, to gain spiritual wings.''

No Sin Consciousness!

I am always very excited when ever this wonderful theme arises as it entails the most wonderful side of
grace imaginable, years ago whilst in the church scene I would never ever thought that it would ever be
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possible to have imagined that such a concept would be possible, & no doubt if it were at all possible to
be able to return & be able to bring this truth to myself I would no doubt dis-fellowship this heretic.  Such
is the wonderful value of both time & the dealings of God who will never ever leave or forsake us.  I am
always quite thrilled when I read other very capable writers interpretations when dealing with the same
subject.  

Here are several extracts from Des Walter's latest issue.  ''While we believe that we are sinners
we will  keep on sinning, but if our identity is Christ, then sin cannot be an issue for He demonstrated
His sinless life for all to see.''  

Des a little later quotes. ''That God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not imputing
their trespasses to them, and has committed to us the word of reconciliation.'' 2 Cor 5:19.  

''The question of sin is not included in Paul's statement, so it was not God exacting judgement on
His son so God could forgive us, as religion has taught us, for He was not crediting our trespasses to our
account.  In fact, He was exchanging His perfect righteousness for our unrighteousness.  That is exactly
what the word reconciliation means.  Unto us has been committed the whole effect of this reconciliation,
so we can now now express in our lives that sin no longer has control over us, just as it had no control
over Jesus Christ.  Do you realise that the man on the cross represents every single man who has been
born on the earth?  So the truth is that  all mankind was reconciled to God two thousand years ago,
including all those born on this earth and all those who will yet be born.  It is our responsibility to let all
mankind know that God has already exchanged His righteousness for our unrighteousness, setting all
mankind free to live and walk as Christ on this earth.  But religion has continued to declare that we are
all sinners and under the judgement of God.  If the truth were told that Christ became who we are and
took ''that man'' into death on the cross.  With this Gospel there would be no need for prisons; crime
would no longer exist, and there would be no more wars.  But the greatest opposition to the truth today is
religion, with its false presentation of God to the world.''

''I believe that we have continued to function under the serpent mind with the consciousness to
suit, and so nothing has changed for us.  But having said that, let me also add that concerning the death,
burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ, I can see a greater purpose in the redemptive will of God that
seems to remained hidden.  I believe in my heart it was His will and purpose that through the death, burial
and resurrection He would call forth a people who would be a new creation.......Both our mortality and
our corruption were cut off forever when Jesus Christ said, '' It is finished.''  the people that walked out
of the tomb in that man on the third day had never been born, and were not mortal.  These are the only
people who could shout.''

''But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. O Death, where
is your sting?  O grave, where is your victory?  The sting of death is sin, and the strength of sin is the
law. - which ended when Christ appeared -  But thanks be to God, who has given us the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ..''   Paul obviously had a revelation of this truth for he says, 

 
''For this corruptible must put on in-corruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.  So

when this corruptible HAS put on in-corruption, and this mortal HAS put on immortality, then shall be
brought to pass the saying that is written:''  ''Death IS swallowed up in victory.''  1 Cor 15: 53-54.
Unquote. 

Religion!

In the light of what we have just read is it not sad when realised, the hold that religion still has over many
who are naming the name of Christ today, even though we are redeemed from the curse of the law many
are still deceived & are entangled by that very law.  Some ignorantly because of their former teaching or
eagerness to be exact or literal scripturally take curses from the old testament & apply them to the new
covenant which has redeemed us from  ALL the curses of the law  or the old testament, one that especially
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springs to mind are the so called curses of the sins of the fathers that shall be visited on their children as
found under the law.  This is known as the law of genealogies, yet in 1Timothy we read,  

''nor yet to be heeding myths and endless genealogies, which are affording exactions rather than
God's administration which is in faith." 1Ti 1:4.  Concordant.  

Please let us take in slowly what the apostle Paul is telling us.  There were some at the time this
was written who were taking notice or  heeding myths & endless genealogies which are are affording
exactions which our Collins dictionary informs us is the making of 'severe demands' upon the people
which is exactly the opposite to the administration of faith.

 ''But avoid stupid and  foolish controversies and genealogies and dissensions and wrangling
about the Law, for they are unprofitable and futile.''   Titus 3:9,  Amp.

In Titus Paul also has something to say concerning the same subject which more than suggests to
me that there must have been some strict adherents that were still in Judaism & that it was probably a
problem in a number of instances.  Paul you may notice actually used very similar wording as in his letter
to Timothy.  As we move on in our experience with God, He is graciously opening the eyes of many,
concerning our former concepts.

Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law, so that any curses from the OT do not apply &
have not only been annulled but with our sins have been removed as far as the east is from the west.  We
need to come out from under this terrible burden of religion, heaviness & misappropriation.

''The LORD spoke to me and said, "What is this proverb people keep repeating in the land of
Israel? 'The parents ate the sour grapes, But the children got the sour taste.  As surely as I am the living
God,  says the Sovereign LORD,  you will not repeat this proverb in Israel any more.  The life of every
person belongs to me, the life of the parent as well as that of the child. The person who sins is the one
who will die''   Eze 18:1-4.GNB.  

May I add the one who will pay any punishment will be those who err & the children will not be
held responsible for the sins or the sour grapes of their parents.  The parents who ate the sour grapes, or
committed the transgression will not pass it down to their children.  As surely as I am the living God
you will not repeat this proverb in Israel any more.  Yet even though it was annulled in Israel, people
today go back & retrieve that which had been already been finished with.  Unfortunately in the two thirds
realm we had to feel that we were doing something & that the whole battle rested upon us & what we
accomplished; if any tried to take this from us & we felt threatened. Why?  Because we like to be in
charge.  Thank God for His goodness that we do not need this way any more, for I am giving you a new
way and,  

One Heart And One Way Forever!

Ralph Knowles,  June  2013. 

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will consider &
imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.
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